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Dramatis Personae
representative
Representative of the People.
lobby
Lobbyist for an Industry.
technology
A Technology Enthusiast.
professor
A Professor.
artist, minister, college student, mailman, athlete, audience, mother
All of us.

Sources
The first section, “The Public,” quotes heavily from the following
interviews:
http://www.archive.org/details/QuestionCopyright.org_interviews_Chicago_
2006

The Public

Fast transitions with light. Filmic. Various members of the public being
interviewed individually by a camera. They are not in the same room with
one another. Speaking to a camera. “WHAT IS COPYRIGHT?” is visible
somewhere.
mother
So nobody else steals what somebody originally created.
college student
To ensure that works created are not used illegally, like, if someone comes up with an
original idea or thought, or some sort of original work, that they should be credited
for it always.
athlete
Mainly so people don’t try to take other people’s ideas.
artist
To protect the person who’s invented or has come up with the basic idea, so copyright is supposed to, basically give them, I guess ownership of it, the actual idea, or
invention or whatever it is basically.
minister
The right of the person who, actually I need think about that uh, the right of the
person who created the copy, to benefit from it, and protect them.
mailman
To provide a limited monopoly on a specific expression of ideas to encourage creativity, so that, um, you know, someone, in the short term, has an incentive to create
something.
“PROTECTION FROM WHAT?” is clearly visible somewhere.
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artist
Well, protection from somebody else, maybe, uh, getting a hold of their idea and
claiming it as their own. Uh, protection from, I guess, uh, I guess protection is the
best word to use.
“HOW LONG HAS COPYRIGHT EXISTED? WHAT IS ITS HISTORY?”
is clearly visible somewhere.
artist
I have no idea about that.
college student
Uh, I would imagine that it probably came about in the early, uh, twentieth century.
But that’s just a guess.
minister
No clue. I suspect a long time, but I couldn’t begin to tell you.
athlete
Oh, for cyring out loud. Um, I’ve seen books that, copyright goes back as far as...
the... mid-thirties.
mailman
Well, I, I mean I know that it’s in the constitution, that, that representative was
supposed to enact laws, so, so I guess it goes at least that long.
“DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO SWAPS COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS OVER THE INTERNET?” is clearly visible somewhere.
college student
Yes.
artist
No, most everybody I know does it the legal way. I couldn’t really tell you anybody
that uh, off the top of my head, that I know downloads illegally, or steals music.
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minister
Absolutely.
mailman
Absolutely! Sure. Absolutely. Tons of people! Everybody does it.
“HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS FILESHARING?” is clearly visible somewhere.
mailman
Uh, you know, honestly... I guess I have some mixed feelings about it because... on
the one hand, the big media companies, I’d sure like to see them get screwed, and
the idea that somehow they’re standing up for the artist is just hogwash, you know,
since they’ve done everything they can to screw the artist all along, with, you know,
curious accounting, and stuff like that. But at the same time, you know, I can see
that if you were just a small or independant, it could, you know, run into, you know,
problems.
college student
I have mixed emotions about it, I mean I suppose, morally, I would think that, I
think that it’s wrong, but... it’s, it’s one of those things that’s just like there.
artist
I’m an artist myself, and if I were to create something I’d feel like I’d want to get
paid for my work. I wouldn’t want it to be given away for free. You know, so I
totally understand how a musician would feel if his or her music were being stolen or
basically being given away for free when they could be getting paid.
minister
I try to give credit to anybody, I use slides in my sermons, and I try to be very
very careful and sensitive to it, but I know there are times when I am abusing the
copyrights. That google search for images, I’ll tell you, it’s right there.
athlete
Personally, I don’t, I don’t, I read the books. I don’t try and, uh, take someone’s
idea, but, that’s just because of the way I was raised.
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“ANY OTHER THOUGHTS OR COMMENTS ABOUT COPYRIGHT?”
is clearly visible somewhere.
mailman
Things are shifting right now, and like media companies really don’t know how to
handle it, and so they’re just trying to cling it down like “oh you can’t fileshare! You
can’t do that!” When really I think what’s going to end up happening is how people
make money off music is going to be really different in another ten years, you know,
and it won’t be the CD for eighteen dollars.
college student
Um, I think that copyright, I think that it’s really important, just for things like books
and manuscripts and stuff. People like that don’t make a lot of money traditionally.
Or there’s a lot of people who, um, try to be writers or musicians or whatever and
don’t make a lot of money, and they actually do make something original. They
should get credit for it.
minister
I, I think it’s fairly meaningless to a lot of people. And I think I think it’s there for
a good reason, now, I guess the question is does it need to be relooked at it, in the
basis of the time and the technology that we have. And, do we need to be better
educated, or do the laws need to be changed?
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The Professor

PROFESSOR stands before classroom, giving a lecture.
professor
So how many of you, my honorable students, violated copyright law today? I see a
couple of hands lurking back in the shadows. Don’t worry. I’m not working for the
industry. I’m not going to “name names.” I see more hands now. Good. Now, what
would you say if I did this?
PROFESSOR raises hand.
professor
Okay. Even more of you are raising your hands now. Good. Now, what would you
say if I told you that every single one of you broke copyright law today? What if I
told you that, by the letter of the law, every single one of you is a criminal? And
even worse, what if I’m telling the truth? How many of you subscribe to an RSS
feed? Watch news online? Read the newspaper or articles online? Look at pictures
of your favorite bands? Maybe even read something that someone sent as a forward
in an e-mail with cute kittens doing something with a piece of yarn? If you answered
yes to any of those or you would have answered yes to anything like any of those,
then you have quite normally and unknowingly violated copyright law already today,
because the “copy right” is the right to make copies, and that’s how the internet
works. That’s what computers do.
Someone’s phone “dings” with the sound of receiving information.
professor
That smart phone in your pocket connected to twitter is making a copy of every
message and putting it on your phone to display it to your eyes. So, one last time:
how many of you have violated copyright law just today? Good. Now, don’t you
think a law that makes everyone a criminal needs to be changed? How might we go
about doing that?
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The Representative

REPRESENTATIVE speaks to peers animatedly. Two huge pockets on
either side of the body.
representative
I want to tell you a story about how lawmaking works. We’ve got all a bill in front
of us, coming up for a vote, and we’re all going to have to decide which way to vote.
We privilaged few are expected to know a lot about everything. We vote on health
care, taxation, education, and a whole range of other issues – each with their own
peculiarities and special considerations – and our job is to understand the issues as
best we can in order to represent the people. And it is here that I get to my main
point: technology. Technology has given us the tools to interact with the constituents
we represent in new and exciting ways.
REPRESENTATIVE takes smart phone out of pocket.
representative
This tiny little device, more powerful computationally than anything used to send
Americans to the moon, also connects us with our citizens in powerful ways. Ordinary
citizens, whose opinions we must value in order to carry out our duties faithfully. For
instance, on Twitter I just heard from Maggie Mulva...
LOBBY enters stage, drops a huge brick of cash into REPRESENTATIVE’s pocket, whispers into REPRESENTATIVE’s ear, hands them a
one page flyer, and leaves.
representative
And this new technology is dangerous to democracy!
REPRESENTATIVE sets smartphone down on floor, removes giant, clownlike hammer from somewhere, and smashes smartphone to bits.
representative
Democracy cannot thrive with technology that threatens...
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REPRESENTATIVE checks one page flyer.
representative
...the very core of our presently successful business practices. Piracy runs amok, destroying all that Americans hold dear. Our very ability to export intellectual property
abroad is threatened. This is why I am introducing the...
REPRESENTATIVE checks one page flyer again.
representative
(Insert whatever bill threatens internet innovation this month) onto the floor at this
time. This bill will remove key pieces of the burdensome legal process that normally
stand in the way of prosecuting those Americans hellbent on destroying the American
economy. The portions of the legal process that the lobby...
REPRESENTATIVE coughs, loudly.
representative
...That I, excuse me, I propose removing from the legal process: Proof, the concept of
being innocent until proven guilty, and any judicial oversight. In addition, I propose
that we de-fund other programs – education should clearly be on the table – in order
to pay for this governmental protection of businesses threatened by the onslaught of
technological innovation...
LOBBY enters and coughs loudly. REPRESENTATIVE rechecks his one
page flyer.
representative
...excuse me again, not technological innovation, but technological terrorism in recent
years. If the government doesn’t step up to protect these industries from their own
customers, from our own constituents, from single mothers, the elderly, and any child
with a laptop, we’ll be spitting on the American flag. I don’t think any of us here are
interested in spitting on the American flag.
PROFESSOR, TECHNOLOGY, and PUBLIC enter from other side of
the stage. PUBLIC places a single bill into REPRESENTATIVE’s pocket.
PROFESSOR offers a book length printout of research on the subject at
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hand. REPRESENTATIVE doesn’t acknowledge this and PROFESSOR
places it on the ground, at REPRESENTATIVE’s feet. TECHNOLOGY
hands REPRESENTATIVE a new smart phone. All wait, staring at REPRESENTATIVE.
representative
It appears that there are...
LOBBY whistles, snaps fingers, and points to REPRESENTATIVE’s pocket
containing the larger sum of money.
representative
That there are other voices in the debate...
REPRESENTATIVE’s new smart phone begins to make a “dinging” sound
as new e-mails, tweets, etc. arrive on the smart phone.
representative
...But, uh, having, uh...
LOBBY re-enters stage and places another large sum, larger than the
first, into REPRESENTATIVE’s pocket. LOBBY smiles at PROFESSOR, PUBLIC, and TECHNOLOGY before leaving.
representative
Having...
REPRESENTATIVE looks at PROFESSOR, TECHNOLOGY, and PUBLIC, then REPRESENTATIVE looks at the pockets. For a final time,
REPRESENTATIVE looks at PROFESSOR, TECHNOLOGY, and PUBLIC: REPRESENTATIVE shrugs shoulders. Smart phone continues dinging.
representative
We, the representatives of the People, must always listen to our constituents in order
to serve them well and be reelected for our actions on their behalf. On behalf of the
people I bring this bill to the floor, and I ask you to consider all the issues fully...
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REPRESENTATIVE picks up PROFESSORS huge pile of papers. Smart
phone is still dinging.
representative
...as I have, and vote for this bill.
Smart phone is dinging wildly now. REPRESENTATIVE tries to speak
louder than the smart phone.
representative
Technology is dangerous!
REPRESENTATIVE smashes the new smartphone to silence.
representative
Without governmental regulation of, by, and for the People.
end of play
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Dramatis Personae
retired
An retired citizen.
college student
Student enrolled in a college.
minister
A minister.
artist
An artist.
construction worker
A construction worker.
professor
A professor.

Sources
The first section, “The Public,” inspired by the following interviews:
http://www.archive.org/details/QuestionCopyright.org_interviews_Chicago_
2006
The second section, “The Professor,” uses several quotes from Lawrence
Lessig’s book Remix:
http://www.archive.org/details/LawrenceLessigRemix

The Public
Montage with lights. The public responding to questions. “WHAT IS
COPYRIGHT?” is visible.
retired
I have no idea.
college student
That’s why my school censors the web. Even the legal stuff.
minister
Something that protects a, uh, original idea.
artist
It’s supposed to protect the artist.
construction worker
Copyright prevents me from recording pay-per view with my DVR.
”WHAT IS COPYRIGHT PROTECTION FROM?” is visible.
artist
Other artists selling my work as their own.
construction worker
It had better be protection from me: I love my boxing shows.
college student
Lawsuits? No, that can’t be right. Um...
minister
Someone stealing your original idea.
Focus to RETIRED. Pause. RETIRED shrugs shoulders. “HOW LONG
HAS COPYRIGHT EXISTED? WHAT IS ITS HISTORY?” is visible.
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college student
I don’t know, nineteen hundred?
construction worker
Um, the thirties maybe?
artist
Hmm. I don’t know.
minister
I have no idea.
retired
Well how many more questions are there then!
”DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO SWAPS COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS OVER THE INTERNET?” is visible.
minister
Oh, sure. Yeah.
retired
You mean that Rapster thing I saw in the paper?
construction worker
Psh! No comment.
college student
Are you kidding? Of course! Everyone! Absolutely everyone! There isn’t a single
person...
artist
I, uh... no. I don’t know anyone who, uh...
college student
...my mother, my father, my uncle Joe, his girlfriend Mindy...
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artist
...does any of that illegal stuff...
college student
...half of my professors, Angie the bartender down at the...
artist
...I’d tell you if I did, but, uh, I really don’t know anyone who...
college student
...his three year old kid, old man Jasper, the “dog lady”...
”HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS FILESHARING?” is visible.
retired
My grandkids send their pictures and nice cards on the email.
minister
I use pictures in my sermons and I try my best to give credit but that image search:
it’s all right there.
college student
So we just leared about the Library of Alexander, I think, and, uh, his library sucks
compared to the internet. You get me?
construction worker
I’m not saying another word.
artist
Mixed feelings. I’d be upset if someone stole my stuff and made money, but has
copyright ever helped me? No. I sorta wish people would pirate my stuff.
“ANY OTHER THOUGHTS OR COMMENTS ABOUT COPYRIGHT?”
is visible. Focus to CONSTRUCTION WORKER who cracks knuckles and
nods head “No.”
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retired
Bye bye, now.
college student
It’s important for those artists, I guess, who don’t make much money. But for everyone else it’s just a pain in the...
artist
Wanna commission an original song?
minister
Most people ignore it, clearly. I understand the concept of it, I guess, but do we need
to re-look at it, with all the technology now? Do we need to be better educated or
do the laws need to change?

The Professor

As near an imperceptible transition as possible.
professor
The laws need to change. Digital technologies make it feasible—for the first time in
history—to do what Jefferson dreamed of when he founded the Library of Congress:
“to sustain and preserve a universal collection of knowledge and creativity for future
generations.” The costs of digitizing and making accessible every bit of our past are
increasingly trivial. At least, the technical costs are trivial. The legal costs, on the
other hand, are increasingly prohibitive.
But forget about simply archiving a collection of knowledge and creativity, what about
creating and sharing knowledge and creativity of your own? Now, if copyright were a
regulation limited to large film studios and record companies, then its complexity and
inefficiency would be unfortunate but not terribly significant. So what if Fox has to
hire more lawyers to work through complex copyright licensing problems? But when
copyright law purports to regulate everyone with a computer—from kids accessing
the Internet to grandmothers who allow their kids to access the Internet—then there
is a special obligation to make sure this regulation is clear. And we know, from our
studies, that it is anything but clear.
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So we have a problem on our hands as a society and as a culture. If copyright
regulates copies, and copying is as common as breathing, then a law that triggers
federal regulation on copying is a law that regulates too far. If the law is going to
regulate your kid, it must do so in a way your kid can understand.
The main function of copyright law is to protect the commercial life of creativity. In
the vast majority of cases, that commercial life is over after a very short time. There
is no good copyright reason for the law to interfere with archives or universities that
seek to digitize and make available our creative past. And yet the law does. There is
no good reason for anyone with access to a computer to be a criminal. And yet we
all are.

The Representative

The Representative casually walks up to the podium wearing pants with
huge pockets on both sides and a clown-sized – not clown colored – mallot.
representative
Our job, as representatives, is to understand the issues as best we can in order to
represent the people we serve. Today we are to vote on a new measure, an important measure, the WTF-PRI Act – The World Talent Freedom, Protection Requires
Insanity Act. Technology has given us the tools to interact with the constituents we
represent in new and exciting ways. When this act made its way to my desk I didn’t
know what to think of it. “WTF ACT?” After reading it through the whole way, top
to bottom, without stopping, I had some concerns. I’m sure I’m not alone. Like most
of you, I was looking for answers.
REPRESENTATIVE shakes pant pocket. Waits a second, then continues.
representative
Many of my constituents, it turns out, had great concerns with this bill.
REPRESENTATIVE shakes pant pocket again, more aggressively, before
continuing.
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representative
And not only my constituents, but also prominent leaders and innovative technology
leaders personally wrote an open letter to all of us sitting here today.
REPRESENTATIVE looks offstage. Waits, then continues.
representative
Not to mention...
Sound of “dinging” on REPRESENTATIVE’s smart phone, which he
checks.
representative
New tweet! Not to mention this single mother of five, who also works as a foster
parent in addition to her three minimum wage jobs and volunteer work for the...
A loud cough is heard offstage. LOBBY enters with a brick of money and
places it firmly into REPRESENTATIVE’s pocket, whispers in REPRESENTATIVE’s ear, and finally hands REPRESENTATIVE a one-page
flyer before exiting.
representative
And while all of those concerns were considered with the utmost respect and care, I
took it upon myself to learn as much about the issues as possible.
REPRESENTATIVE reads off of one-page flyer.
representative
I would like to support the WTF-PRI Act and suggest, strongly, that we add language
removing unnecessary red tape in order to allow businesses to more easily prosecute
those...
Shift focus to the members of the PUBLIC section, as well as the PROFESSOR while representative continues speaking.
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representative
...who threaten the very economy by stealing and copying the intellectual property
of the rightful copyright owners: the big businesses. These pirates are destroying
America. We need to remove concepts like “proof,” “Innocent until proven guilty,”
and any form of “judicial oversight,” or “human rights” that stand in the way of a
swift and warrant-less prosecution.
PROFESSOR and the characters from the Public section move towards
REPRESENTATIVE. A member of the Public places a single bill into
REPRESENTATIVE’s pocket. PROFESSOR offers a large body of research which is ignored by the REPRESENTATIVE. PROFESSOR leaves
it at REPRESENTATIVE’s feet. All members of the Public take out their
smart phones and begin texting. REPRESENTATIVE’s smart phone is
now “dinging” like crazy, drowning out almost all sound. REPRESENTATIVE begins shaking pant pocket again.
representative
But opposition grows, and I must take into account the constituents I serve. Their
voices must rise above the rest to inform my opinion. They, solely, are the voice I
must represent in this position...
A loud whistle is heard offstage. LOBBY briskly enters with another brick
of money and places it into REPRESENTATIVE’s pocket. REPRESENTATIVE tries to speak over the sound of the “dinging” from the Public,
but cannot. REPRESENTATIVE places the smart phone on the ground
and smashes it with the large mallet.
representative
Technology is dangerous...
All of the phones previously in the hands of the Public fall to the ground
in pieces.
representative
...without Governmental regulation of, by, and for the People.
END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae
college student
Student enrolled in a college.
professor
A professor.
representative
A representative.
artist
An artist.
police 1
An officer of the law.
police 2
An officer of the law.

Sources
http://www.archive.org/details/QuestionCopyright.org_interviews_Chicago_
2006
http://www.archive.org/details/LawrenceLessigRemix
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/1041/pg1041.html

PART 1: THE EYES CAN COPY
Empty stage, save a small pile of burnt books and remnants of paper.
The smell of smoke. Twilight. COLLEGE STUDENT is revealed with
light, trying to read a broken book. Gives up and places it carefully on the
ground.
college student
...leaving, leaving, leaving.
Everything is leaving.
Everything is always like it is leaving.
Like it never was.
professor
And art made tongue-tied by authority.
college student
Like it never was.
And I’ll never learn.
How does that work?
Who benefits now?
professor
I found another,
nearly complete.
PROFESSOR hands student a book. It does not look “new” by any means.
college student
Ash obscures the title
Ah, King Lear
professor
A steady downfall.
We hear a thunderclap, a flash of lightening, followed by the sound of rain.
PROFESSOR runs towards one stack of books.
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professor
Can these be salvaged?
college student
Yes. The others are completely lost.
professor
I’ll put them here for now. Then we’ll move them under the tree.
COLLEGE STUDENT looks at the book’s cover.
college student
Our sympathies rest with the King?
Or might we place our hearts
firmly with the peasants?
professor
Perhaps it’s a comedy then,
these things change with time.
college student
I like the books of pictures.
professor
Why don’t you open it?
COLLEGE STUDENT opens the book. Bright light illuminates from the
book. COLLEGE STUDENT shuts the book, jumps up, and begins whispering wildly.
college student
Where did you get this!
Do you know how much trouble you’ll be in!
Are you trying to get us killed?
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professor
I though you’d be happy.
It’s full of texts and pictures
from before.
college student
How could I be happy?
You’ve put is in danger.
professor
You saw it, right?
Did you see it?
A firework in the sky. Loud bang. Temporary light. COLLEGE STUDENT falls to the ground, afraid.
college student
Oh, shit! They’re coming.
What did I tell you?
COLLEGE STUDENT begins to run away, book in hand.
professor
But you saw it right?
You saw it right?
Hey! You saw it, right?
POLICE officers run on the stage. One tackles COLLEGE STUDENT,
knocking the book to the floor in the process. COLLEGE STUDENT is
dragged off-stage, the phone is smashed, the book torn in half, and the
PROFESSOR, still asking “You saw it, didn’t you?” is about to be bashed
in the back of the head when: Blackout. The sound of being underwater for
at least eight seconds. Lights rise in bright white light. A large man steps
through a cloud of smoke puffing an enormous cigar and talking on the
phone. When the smoke dissipates, a modest library of books is revealed
in the background creating a rainbow of colorful spines.
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representative
That’s the way things had to work, preacher. Look, I’m as sorry as the next guy that
you’ll have to independently fund the carving of your Christ-figure hanging on the
cross. You should’ve ditched the iconography when we rid ourselves of that horrifying
public domain and made any and all reproductions a crime against progress – I mean
business.
REPRESENTATIVE looks out, over the audience, as if looking down upon
the world through a window before throwing his cigar across the room.
representative
Freedom of religion has nothing to do with it! You stingy religions just want to
benefit from the work of the great corporate and private sponsors across the ages
without paying. Fly to Italy and pay the admission fee if you want to see the Sistine
Chapel. It had to be forcibly reclaimed by the governments of the world from the
Vatican in order to protect art. I don’t get why you don’t get this. Licensing the
Bible was a necessary step towards protecting it from dessication. And don’t make
me tell you what we’re gonna do to you if we catch those “monkeys” of yours getting
cute again and writing it out by hand. The fines are steep, as you know, and we
don’t accept your criticism of our methods. I talk to you personally as a courtesy,
but that courtesy will quickly end unless you cut it out. Don’t make me bring you in
here again, or have you forgotten?
REPRESENTATIVE coughs loudly and moves the phone to his chest before walking out and gazing out the window over the audience once more.
The sound of loud fireworks popping. Light hits the REPRESENTATIVE’s
face intermittently. As we fade to black on REPRESENTATIVE’s silent
admiration of the fireworks and oppression they represent, the sound of a
low humming and distant screaming get louder.

PART 2: THE EARS CAN COPY

Single light from a prison window. COLLEGE STUDENT sits on the
floor. Across the room is ARTIST, scrawling pictures on the wall with
anything at all. Fireworks pop outside the window. Faint screaming,
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rustling of feet, stomping of boots, burning of books is heard in the distance.
college student
What are you drawing.
artist
Pictures – pictures from before – pictures
They took them
They took them away
Like magic
But bad magic
I work to bring them back.
college student
Where did you see them.
ARTIST shoots COLLEGE STUDENT a sharp look.
artist
Don’t talk like that
Don’t say things things
Not here
They’ll hear you
They’re always listening
They’re always making copies of our voices.
college student
Had you drawn over here as well? I think I see some markings underneath the...
artist
Everyday
They wash the pictures down the drain
Impermanent
I draw to remember them.
Don’t know if they exist anywhere else.
You might remember these though.
Hard to stop copies in the mind.
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college student
How long have...
artist
Several years
I think
Tried to keep track
All down the drain
Did you know that time is relative?
COLLEGE STUDENT looks towards the audience.
college student
What’s the deal with her?
artist
Gave up
Stopped
Nothing left
You...
ARTIST nods, heavily indicating the drawings.
college student
You learned them from...
artist
Shh!
The copies
the copies of voices
never good to give them proof
they work without it well enough.
COLLEGE STUDENT reaches for a drawing utensil. ARTIST nods approval. COLLEGE STUDENT begins to draw.
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artist
Where’d you see it?
college student
I thought we weren’t supposed to talk about that.
artist
Curiosity, you know?
COLLEGE STUDENT does a very rough, almost stick figure like drawing,
of The Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci.
college student
There. That’s sort of it, anyway.
artist
Thanks so much for sharing it with me.
More fireworks are heard flashing outside.
college student
More raids?
artist
Humans are prone to copying
I heard Aristotle said something like that once
A long time ago.
college student
Who’s Aristotle?
artist
I guess he wrote books.
He must have been a smart one.
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More fireworks crackle as they look out the window. The sound grows
louder as the lights fade. Eventually, the booms morph into the sound
of being underwater. Then screaming underwater. Then: Blue light.
PROFESSOR stands center stage, alone, thrashing in slow motion wildly.
The underwater sounds and screaming come to a complete stop. I single
rounded tone, high, is the only sound other than silence. Professor keeps
moving slowly, eyes closed, in slow motion. Voiceover:
professor’s voice
I kept asking if he’d seen it. I kept asking, shouting, if he’d seen it. I wanted to know.
I needed to know. Had he seen it? Had he actually seen it? The image? Perhaps we
take for granted the amazing abilities we have at any given time. Taking them for
granted means that we don’t fight for them. I’m here to tell you: you need to fight
for them. Take it from me. It’s important now.
Bright white lights. Sound of splashing water. PROFESSOR is yanked
violently backwards by two large men wearing black and quickly pressed
forward again to the sound of a splash. Blue light.
professor’s voice
I know I took things for granted. I took the greatest library on earth for granted. I
took it for granted every day. I didn’t donate to these amazing worldwide projects
being offered for free. I didn’t even think about it. I clicked, I learned, and I was
better for it – the world was better for it. I was like everyone else. All my work using
and no work understanding. Things happened slowly at first. The physical libraries
started to close – who needed them when we had the web – then the digital content
was “licensed” instead of being bought, and someone else controlled it. At first it
seemed like a dream.
Bright white lights. Sound of splashing water. PROFESSOR is again
yanked violently backwards by two large men wearing black and quickly
pressed forward again to the sound of a splash. Blue light.
professor’s voice
Then they started erasing history. Shakespeare, for one, lost his bawdiness. Then
they started erasing the present: entire websites were censored. Laws were changed.
Innovation was stalled and then completely stopped. The thing I took for granted –
I believed, wrongly, that they’d let everyone in. They’d let the world share. That
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knowledge would be accessible to all. That they couldn’t stop this natural progress
toward a better tomorrow...
Sound of a gunshot. Bright red lights. PROFESSOR’s eyes open wide.
Splashing water. PROFESSOR stops moving slowly and starts to lower
arms. Red begins turning slowly to Blue – purple, royal.
professor’s voice
...but they did. Too many of us took it for granted.
PROFESSOR floats for a moment or two more before blackout.

PART 3: WITHOUT COPY

POLICE officers having a cup of coffee in a hallway.
police 1
So what’d you do last night?
police 2
Barbeque.
police 1
Oh yeah? Sounds great. I haven’t had a barbeque in years. Where’d you get the
beef? I can’t afford that stuff.
police 2
Bread-based.
police 1
Oh.
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police 2
But they, uh, we used this new sauce thing.
police 1
Oh, that real beef stuff?
police 2
Yeah.
police 1
It was good then?
police 2
Yeah.
Long pause. Each take a couple of sips. POLICE 2 spits out his coffee
and dumps it in a garage bin.
police 1
Just like this “coffee,” huh?
police 2
I mean I’m just dying for a steak, or something, you know?
police 1
What can you do? Only one manufacturer of cows. They charge whatever they want.
police 2
Yeah. Hey, I remember reading, uh, before, about people in India worshiping cows or
something.
police 1
Really?
police 2
Yeah. You think they still do that? Maybe there’s cows just everywhere, roaming
around, looking for a mouth to feed.
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police 1
No way to know.
police 2
Yeah. I guess not. Stupid idea.
police 1
No, not so stupid, right? Dreams is what we’ve got. Not so stupid at all.
POLICE 1 throws coffee in the garbage bin.
police 1
Let’s have a “barbeque” this weekend, huh? What do you say? I’ll bring the real
beef.
END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae
minister
A minister.
college student
A college student.
fool
A fool.
artist
An artist.
representative
A representative of the people.

Influences I’m Aware of...
http://www.archive.org/details/QuestionCopyright.org_interviews_Chicago_
2006
http://www.archive.org/details/LawrenceLessigRemix
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/100

Interviews
“WHAT IS COPYRIGHT?” is visible
minister
It protects the artists, and their ideas.
college student
It makes sure that music and books aren’t used illegally. So, like, others don’t plagiarize art.
fool
Copyright? Sloppy-wrong! I learned to properly knot my bowtie on the internet.
Water sprays out of FOOL’s bowtie.
artist
It gives them ownership of the idea so they can sell it. No one else can sell it. So you
make money. That’s what it’s for.
representative
Copyright is very, very, extremely important. And I must stress that, extremely
important. Thank you.
Smile. Wave.
“PROTECTION FROM WHAT?” is visible
college student
The guy at my orientation said copyright protected artists from college students. So,
like, protection from their fans, I guess. Online protection from their fans?
artist
Protection from other artists stealing their work, putting their names on it, and selling
it as their own. Nobody wants to have their ideas stolen.
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representative
Pirates. Terrorists. Child labor and suicide bombers. These are things we should all
be protected from. Thank you.
Smile. Wave.
minister
Protection from stealing their ideas. So their ideas can’t be stolen from them.
fool
I decide to throw a pie in my face.
FOOL smashes a pie into face. Through the cream:
fool
I did it, and now, I own it. No slip shoddy paper work to fill out. It’s mine.
FOOL wipes cream off of face, licks off of finger.
fool
Mmmmm. That tastes, well, not that great. I’ll improve on it! But there’ll be fines
to pay if I catch anyone else improving on my pie-face-smashing property! (Pause.)
Maybe bananas.
“HOW LONG HAS COPYRIGHT EXISTED? WHAT IS ITS HISTORY?”
is visible.
fool
Copyright began as a way to...
FOOL censors self with pie to the face.
minister
I have no idea.
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college student
I read a book once, I think, and it had a copyright. It was old, like, uh, the nineteen
thirties, maybe?
fool
Copyright began as a way to cens...
FOOL censors self, again, with pie to the face.
artist
I really couldn’t say. A hundred years, maybe?
FOOL blurts out quickly:
fool
Seventeen Ten!
FOOL winces, expecting a pie that never comes.
representative
Forever, as nature intended. Thank you.
Smile. Wave.
fool
It began as a form of...
FOOL takes another pie to the face. Begrudgingly wipes off cream covering
mouth:
fool
...censorship.
Pause. FOOL takes another pie to the face. “DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO SWAPS COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS OVER THE INTERNET?” is visible.
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representative
I wouldn’t associate with such low-life, reprehensible criminals. Thank you.
Smile. Wave.
college student
Absolutely everyone.
artist
No, I don’t know anyone who –
FOOL laughs wildly.
college student
All of my friends, my little sister, all of her friends –
artist
Honestly, I’d tell you if I did, but I –
FOOL laughs wildly.
college student
– the “can man” by Walmart, the “dog lady” on the corner of third street –
artist
– I really don’t know anyone who does that –
FOOL continues laughing.
college student
– the hot librarian, the creepy librarian, the –
artist
No one I know does that illegal stuff.
FOOL, still laughing heartily, smashes a pie into the artists face.
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fool
The artist doesn’t know anybody. Ha!

The Big Jest

REPRESENTATIVE sits on a kingly thrown. FOOL sits in a far-toosmall kindergarten chair with attached desk.
representative
I have heard.
fool
Of course you have.
representative
What!?
fool
You have heard. Yes. Go on.
representative
I have heard... troubling things indeed... about this copying.
fool
Troubling things!
representative
What!?
fool
You have heard troubling things.
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representative
Yes. Troubling things... about this copying.
fool
Copying!
representative
What!?
fool
The highest form of flattery.
representative
Yes. The highest form of larceny! Something must be done!
fool
Well, I find it all quite fun.
representative
The gallows! To keep others safe from harm!
fool
Just cut off all of their copied arms!
representative
What!?
fool
Forget about wringing their little necks. To stretch them out would make them
unique. Rather remove their copied arms, to keep your uniqueness safe from harm!
representative
Arms! How true! They stole my birthright! My uniqueness! My God-given light!
Bring them in!
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fool
Bring them in!
representative
What!?
ARTIST, COLLEGE STUDENT, and MINISTER enter as peasants.
fool
Why look at that! They all stand the same! “Hello my...” Whoa! One even copied
your name!
representative
You are named JOHN!
minister
I am.
representative
Well give it back! You copied my name! I’ll have none of that!
minister
But it’s my name. How can I dispossess myself of it?
fool
I’ll remove their name, dear King!
FOOL rips off their nametag and crumples it before whispering to MINISTER:
fool
Play along now. (Louder:) From here on you will be called Gertrude.
minister
Gertrude!
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representative
Aye! Gertrude is your name.
fool
Armless Gertrude!
representative
Quite right! You’re all found guilty of copying my arms!
ARTIST attempts to hide arms.
artist
I don’t have arms.
representative
Oh. I thought I saw...
fool
Sure enough, Master, no arms to be found.
FOOL whispers to ARTIST:
fool
Well played.
representative
Then you are free! But the rest...
ARTIST flees the room quickly.
fool
Dear me, King, but wasn’t Gertrude your grandmother’s name?
representative
Grandmother... I think you’re right.
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minister
I can be called...
fool
Call in the mathematician, sir! Surely we’ll be able to give everyone a unique name.
I could be, oh, fifty three!
reprsentative
I quite like my name...
fool
Well, you could be the only John!
college student
I had a great-great-grandfather named John.
FOOL slaps COLLEGE STUDENT hard, then whispers:
fool
Do you want to keep your arms? (Louder:) We’ll rename the deceased, Sir!
representative
Rename the deceased?
fool
All of them.
representative
Sounds easy enough.
fool
We’ll need to rewrite history too! Too many John’s in the past.
representative
I quite like this plan for uniqueness.
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fool
Snowflakes all, Sir! Snowflakes all! Of course, we’ll have to rename your namesake,
the third King John.
reprsentative
Well... I don’t know about...
fool
A necessary step in ensuring that no one copies.
minister
I was named John in honor of you, dear King.
fool
Not anymore! You’ll be a number now.
representative
I was named in honor of a long line of ancestors. Is all that to be meaningless?
fool
The cost of originality sir, ‘tis the steep steep cost.
representative
Let them all go. You may still be called John. I’m flattered. Thank your parents.
minister
Thank you, Thank you, King!
college student
Thank you, King
MINISTER and COLLEGE STUDENT leave.
representative
Copying can be good then, I think.
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fool
I’m the product of a long line of
FOOL takes a pie in the face.
END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae
brian
A computer user.
eva
A computer user.
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The Dillema

BRIAN sits behind a laptop.
brian
Ugh! What is the problem with this stupid thing?
BRIAN hits his computer. EVA enters from offstage brushing her teeth.
eva
What’s the problem now.
brian
I can’t get my music back on. It says it wants to “reformat” the hard drive, or
something, and that reformatting will erase all of my music. This is ridiculous.
eva
Okay. Can I get you a drink or something to calm down.
brian
Calm down? I sent it into the company. It was under warranty, and they erased all
of my files.
eva
And why did you send it into the company?
brian
Because it was broken.
eva
And why was it broken?
brian
Whatever, Eva, let me break your computer and see how happy you are about it.
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eva
You lose your ebooks too?
brian
No.
eva
Okay.
EVA exits. We hear her spit, rinse, etc.
brian
Oh! How could you? How did they? How could they?
EVA from offstage:
eva
What’s wrong now?
brian
I’m going to bite somebody’s fingers off, right off of their hand. This is ridiculous.
BRIAN pours himself a drink. EVA reenters.
eva
You lost your ebooks too?
brian
Yep.
eva
They did’t save anything, huh?
brian
Nope.
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eva
So, what’s the problem?
brian
Dammit, Eva! You know what the problem is. I’ve lost everything.
eva
And why did you lose it?
brian
The company erased everything.
eva
And why did you give it to the company?
brian
Cause it was broken.
eva
And why was it broken.
brian
I dropped it! Okay. Onto the floor. I broke it. Me. I broke it. I tripped over an
apple on the ground.
eva
A macintosh?
brian
Granny Smith, okay. So there! Are you happy now or something? Does it make you
laugh?
eva
A little.
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brian
A little. Huh. A little.
eva
How many times have I told you about...
brian
Don’t talk to me about backing up. I’m not in the mood. Besides, I got all my music
and my audiobooks here, anyways.
eva
Did you put them back on?
brian
That’s what that reformatting thing I was telling you about was... about. Geez, it’s
like you’re not listening.
eva
I was brushing my teeth.
brian
And you can’t listen at the same time? You chew your bubblegum and walk, don’t
you?
eva
Fine. I won’t help.
brian
Whoa! Hey. Sorry. Hold on a minute, okay? I didn’t mean anything by it. Listen,
all I want to do is put the stuff on this little device here, back onto this big mess of
a machine here. Easy, right? There’s got to be a way.
eva
Well...
brian
Well what? Come on! I got things to do.
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eva
They don’t want you to.
brian
Who’s they? Who’s they? Why don’t they want me to? It’s my stuff.
eva
They’re blocking your ability to do this simple, seemingly obvious thing, because
they’re afraid people will steal music and other files without paying.
brian
But I paid for them! and people do that anyway! You see that guy on the corner
with those DVD’s all the time? They aren’t real. People buy them like hot cakes.
They buy them like hot butter on a knife.
eva
Yeah, but that’s the reason.
brian
Yeah, but it’s a stupid reason.
eva
Well, whatever, cause that’s the reason.
brian
Really?
eva
Yeah.
brian
But I already bought it already! It’s right here. I paid for it. I bought it from them
even! I bought it from them! Agh! This is supposed to be easy!
eva
Sorry, Brian.
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brian
So there’s no way to do it then?
eva
Nope.
brian
I thought I was paying for easy! Easy! “Easy,” he says, “It’ll be easy. That’s why
you’re paying so much.” Easy my ass!
BRIAN starts yelling at the computer.
brian
I’M GONNA FIND YOUR LIES, COMPUTER. I’m gonna find them all. Hey, hey
hey hey! I remembered something. There’s this plug in the side, right, there’s this
plug in the side and I want to put them together, connect them up, not reformat it
but, uh, you know, make it like one of those portable things. It’s a different plug but
I think I saved the cord or whatever in this box somwhere. Huh? Can I do that.
eva
You can try it, but that program will open up and tell you to erase your drive again.
I don’t think it’ll fit anyway. Don’t they make “special” cords for that little thing?
brian
I’LL FIND YOU COMPUTER! How can they LIE to ME about this being EASY?
How can they do that? I’m gonna sue them.
eva

brian

You probably signed a EULA that says I’m gonna sue them for all they’re worth,
you can’t sue them.
the dirty liars!
brian
Then they can’t do that.
eva
Do you really want to buy a lawyer to find out?
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brian
That’s just great then. This little thing’s got all my stuff on it... but I can’t add
anything new or take anything – agh! – this is so stupid!
eva
Yep.
brian
Who made this stuff up, huh? Who made it so this didn’t work right? Ooo! I’m
gonna wring their little necks!
eva
At least your computer works again, right?
brian
It turns on, yeah. What use is a computer without my stuff though? I can’t listen to
my music. I can’t listen to my books. I can’t... I don’t even have any of my files –
and before you even start: I don’t need a lecture on backing up.
eva
Sorry about that. Unfortunately you’ve got to find the time to listen before something
like this happens. I can’t really help too much once it has already happened.
brian
I don’t want to hear it. You’re always, you’re always going on about that crazy stuff.
Just keep your crazy to yourself.
eva
Alright. Should I grab your toothbrush?
brian
I’m not done drinking, thank you.
eva
Alright.
EVA gets up to leave.
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brian
Where are you going?
eva
I’m gonna go do some reading, maybe a little work, before bed.
brian
On your working laptop. Just rub it in my face! Thanks a lot.
eva
I’m not rubbing it in your face. You asked me what I was going to do.
brian
Whatever.
eva
And I’m gonna listen to my music! HA!
brian
Stop kicking me while I’m down!
eva
Bring your broken device in here.
brian
You can – you’ve been lying to me this whole time? You can fix it?
eva
Just bring it in here.
brian
You’re cruel.
eva
And you’re hopeless. It’s going to happen again, you know that don’t you?
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brian
I don’t want to hear any of your zealot stuff! None of it.
eva
Okay. I’m just saying.
brian
I know you are.
eva
I love you you know.
brian
I know. I...
eva
I know you do. (Pause.) But you know the only reason this can be fixed is because
I’m a “zealot,” right?
BRIAN throws a pillow at EVA.
END OF PLAY
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